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On time scales from decades to centuries, continental cryospheric forcing in response to climate change
constitutes a major source of isostatic disequilibrium that may influence future regional sea level variations.
Current vertical displacements and gravity field variations are often estimated neglecting rheological effects
and thus assuming a fully elastic response of the Earth. In this study, we adopt a more general point of view,
aiming at describing ongoing surface movements resulting from recent glacial instabilities, also taking into
account the effects associated with shallow upper mantle and crustal rheologies. Our computations are based
on the Post–Widder Laplace inversion formula, which permits the straightforward computation of load-
deformation coefficients for steady state and transient rheologies up to very high harmonic degrees. Using a
surface load with a simple geometry and time history, we compare the classical elastic solutions to those
obtained considering the rheological response of the shallow upper mantle. While at the center of the ice
sheet rheology only magnifies the elastic response, the pattern and time history of vertical displacement at
the ice sheet margins show a greater complexity, mainly due to the development of lateral forebulges whose
shape and amplitude are particularly sensitive to the rheology of the shallow upper mantle. In this region,
assuming an elastic rheology is generally appropriate on a century time scale, but significant deviations from
a purely elastic response (both sign and amplitude) are observed at longer time scales or when a low
viscosity zone with Maxwell rheology is taken into account.
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1. Introduction

Over the last few years there has been a rising interest in the
possible effects of low viscosity crustal and asthenospheric layers
upon the response of the Earth to surface loading. This was first
motivated by geophysical evidence indicating a significant rheological
stratification of the lithosphere (Ranalli and Murphy, 1987), and by
seismic data suggesting the existence of a low velocity zone except
beneath cold cratonic areas (Schubert et al., 2001). Second, the
improved spatial resolution of ongoing satellite gravity missions
motivates further research in this direction. According to Schotman
(2008), results from the ESA's ongoing GOCE mission (http://www.
esa.int/SPECIALS/GOCE/index.html) can be used in principle to detect
spatial signatures to scales down to ∼100 km, characteristic of crustal
low viscosity zones (Vermeersen, 2003; van der Wal et al., 2004).
Nowadays, the potential effects of these rheological features are
investigated using various observations related to Glacial Isostatic
Adjustment (GIA), ranging from Late Holocene relative sea level data
(Kendall et al., 2003) to present-day geodetic measurements (Di
Donato et al., 2000; Barletta et al., 2006), in an attempt to constrain
their thickness and lateral extent. As recently summarized by
Schotman et al. (2009), adopted viscosity values for the “soft” crustal
layers, with a typical thickness of ∼10 km, may range between 1017

and 1020 Pa s, i.e. at least one order of magnitude smaller than the
traditional GIA value of ∼1021 Pa s (Haskell, 1935; Tushingham and
Peltier, 1991; Spada et al., 1992). For the asthenosphere, similarly low
viscosity values are used, consistently with those proposed in the
seminal work of Cathles (1975) and in Fjeldskaar (1994).

Within the framework of linear rheologies, the response of the
crust and of the shallow upper mantle to surface loads on decade to
century time scales is further complicated by possible transient
rheological effects (for which the strain rate is not constant in a creep
experiment, see e.g. Christensen, 1982), which can be modeled using
Generalized Maxwell Bodies (GMB). A well known example of
transient rheology is given by the Burgers body, in which a steady
state Maxwell and a transient Kelvin–Voigt elements are connected in
series (Christensen, 1982; Ranalli, 1995). The resolving power of GIA
observations appears to be insufficient to constrain the values of this
four-parameter rheological body as well as of other possible GMBs
(Yuen et al., 1986; Peltier et al., 1986; Körnig and Müller, 1989;
Rümpker andWolf, 1996). However, on decade to century time scales,
it is now clear that transient rheological effects contribute signifi-
cantly to the post-seismic deformation both on a regional (Pollitz,
2003) and on a global scale (Melini et al., 2008), and therefore they
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Table 1
Density and rigidity profiles for the elastic model and for REF, LVZ, BUR and CAP (see
first column of Table 2). The numerical values are obtained by volume-averaging the
PREMmodel of Dziewonski and Anderson (1981). Rheological features of mantle layers
are described in Table 2.

Layer Radius range
(km)

Density, ρ0
(kg m−3)

Rigidity, μ0
(1011 Pa)

Lithosphere 6281–6371 3192 0.596
Shallow upper mantle 5971–6281 3427 0.720
Transition zone 5701–5971 3857 1.064
Lower mantle 3480–5701 4877 2.194
Core 0–3480 10931 0.00
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may influence the response of the Earth to recent cryospheric forcing,
as first suggested by Sabadini et al. (1988) considering harmonic
degree two signatures. For the sake of parsimony, in our study we will
consider only one GMB in addition to the Burgers model, namely the
Caputo rheology for which Körnig and Müller (1989) have deter-
mined a set of best-fitting parameters constrained by relative sea level
observations in Fennoscandia and North America. The Caputo
rheology (Caputo, 1967; Koeller, 1984), which is characterized by a
stress–strain relationship containing fractional time-derivatives (e.g.,
Mainardi, in press), remains transient on all time scales. On the other
hand, the transient relaxation of the Burgers body is limited to the
Kelvin–Voigt element which is disposed in parallel to the Maxwell
element in its mechanical analogue (e.g., Mainardi, in press).

The purpose of this paper is two-fold. First, by analyzing the
response of a significant number of linear rheological models for the
shallow upper mantle and the crust, we aim to determine how surface
displacements, at a given harmonic degree, are amplified with respect
to the elastic response on time scales from decades to centuries. This is
addressed computing loading Love numbers (Love, 1909; Munk and
MacDonald, 1960; Longman, 1962a,b; Farrell, 1972) for vertical and
horizontal displacements by means of a recently re-discovered
numerical method (Spada and Boschi, 2006; Spada, 2008) particularly
suitable for complex viscosity profiles in the presence of transient
rheological effects. Second, we study the effect of steady state and
transient rheologies in the spatial domain, computing the vertical
displacement field in response to the accretion of an ice sheet with
simple geometry. In particular, we focus on the spatial pattern and the
time scale of vertical displacements at the ice sheet margins, which
are relevant to interpret present and future sea level changes in
response to the current continental cryosphere fluctuations. Our
results may have contribute to a better assessment of the effects of
sudden ice melting upon future sea level rise, which is traditionally
estimated using elastic (Mitrovica et al., 2009) or traditional viscosity
models (Bamber et al., 2009).

2. Methods

All the computations have been performed using ALMA (Spada,
2008), a Love numbers calculator based on the Post–Widder (PW)
inverse Laplace formula (Post, 1930; Widder, 1934; Widder, 1946).
ALMA provides the response functions by-passing the computation of
the viscoelastic “normal modes” (Spada and Boschi, 2006), which
would demand the solution of a high-degree algebraic secular
equation whose roots may be difficult to resolve by standard
numerical methods (Vermeersen and Sabadini, 1997; Spada, 2008).
The basic output of ALMA is constituted by the Heaviside Love
numbers h and l (related to vertical and horizontal displacements,
respectively) at a given harmonic degree, later employed in Section 1
to study the response of the Earth to finite-sized surface loads. In view
of the geophysical applications in Section 2, the code has been
subsequently modified in order to describe a more complex loading
function.

Denoting by x̃(s) any of the Laplace-transformed Love numbers,
the PW formula gives

xðtÞ = lim
k↦∞

ð−1Þk
k!

k
t
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k
t
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(Post, 1930; Widder, 1934; Widder, 1946) where t is time, x(t) is the
Love number in the time domain, superscript (k) indicates the
derivative of order k and the dependence upon the harmonic degree is
implicit to simplify notation. The discretization of the derivative and
the convergence accelerators, needed to practically employ Eq. (1),
are detailed in Spada (2008). Following previous experiments by
Spada and Boschi (2006) and Spada (2008), carried out using multi-
layered PREM models (Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981), all our
computations have been performed in a multi-precision environment
(Smith, 1989) using a number of significant digits D=64, and Gaver
accelerators of order N=8 (Gaver, 1966; Valko and Abate, 2004).
These settings are suitable also in the case of particularly challenging
problems, such as the computation of very high-degree Love numbers
for finely layered crustal models (see Section 3).

All the Earth models employed in this study, whose rigidity and
density structures are shown in Table 1, share an incompressible
rheology. The existence of gravitationally unstable Rayleigh–Taylor
modes in compressible Earth models (see e.g., Hanyk et al., 1999)
prohibits the use of the PW inversion method implemented in ALMA,
which requires regularity of x ̃(k) along the real positive axis of the
Argand plane (see Eq. (1)). Since this work mainly focuses on the
response of the shallow upper mantle to short-term surface loading,
we keep constant the lithosphere and lower mantle rheological
parameters to values listed in Table 2 (we have directly verified that
the thickness of the lithosphere has negligible effects upon the Love
numbers compared to those produced by the rheological layering of
the mantle).

The Earth models considered here can be classified into two
distinct groups. The first, which encompasses Maxwell (i.e., steady
state) rheological models, includes the elastic model, REF, LVZ and
BRL. In the shallow upper mantle, REF and LVZ are characterized by a
reference viscosity value of 1021 Pa s and by a low viscosity zone with
viscosity ranging between 1018 and 1020 Pa s, respectively. BRL is
characterized by a finely layered crust that exactly reproduces the
rheological structure described by Barletta et al. (2006). The second
group accounts for upper mantle rheologies derived from two GMBs
(Christensen, 1982; Körnig and Müller, 1989), namely Burgers (BUR,
Burgers, 1935) and Caputo (CAP) bodies (Caputo, 1967; Wieczer-
kowski and Wolf, 1998). Differently from the first group, they are
characterized by a transient behavior. However, while the response of
CAP is fully transient, BUR combines steady state and transient
behaviors (e.g., Mainardi, in press).
3. Results

The effects of shallow upper mantle rheological layering are first
described in Section 1 by analyzing the response to individual
harmonic components of loading. This is done considering the vertical
(h) and horizontal (l) Love numbers in response to a Heaviside surface
load history. Then, in Section 2, we simulate the vertical displace-
ments induced by the slow accretion of an ice sheet of parabolic cross-
section, in order to determine the time scales of relaxation when a full
spectrum of harmonics are simultaneously accounted for. We focus
both on vertical movements at the center and at themargins of the ice
sheet. In the context of global climate change, these latter movements
are relevant to regional relative sea level variations in response to
present and future glaciers and ice sheet fluctuations (Sheperd and
Wingham, 2007).



Table 2
Shallow upper mantle complex rigidity and rheological parameters used in this study
(radius in the range 5971≤ r≤6281 km). Except for BRL, all these models include a
homogeneous 90-km thick elastic lithosphere, a lower mantle with viscosity
2×1021 Pa⋅s, and a homogeneous inviscid core (see also Table 1).

Model Rheology Rigidity, μ(̃s) Material parameters

Elastica Elastic μ μ=μ0

REF Maxwell
μs

s + μ = η
μ=μ0, η=1021 Pa s

LVZ ” ” ” ” μ=μ0, η=1018÷1020 Pa s

BRLb ” ”
μðrÞs

s + μðrÞ= ηðrÞ See Barletta et al. (2006)

BUR Burgers
μs s + μ ′

η′

� �

s2 + s μ
η

+ μ + μ ′

η′

� �
+ μμ ′

ηη′

μ=μ0, η=1021 Pa s
μ′=0.3 μ0, η′=0.1η

CAPb Caputo μ0
ðsτcÞγ

1 + ðsτcÞγ τc=6.3·109 s, γ=0.8

aMantle elasticity is practically realized using a very large Maxwell viscosity
(η=1050 Pa s).
bThe BRL model is characterized by complex, piecewise radially dependent rigidity
μ=μ(r) and viscosity η=η(r) in the crust and in the shallow upper mantle, as
described in Table 2 of Barletta et al. (2006).
c The numerical value of the time scale τc, adopted from Körnig and Müller (1989), is
close to the η /μ ratio (i.e., the intrinsic Maxwell relaxation time for the upper mantle)
for the REF model.
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3.1. Spectral domain

In this section we consider separately the effects of three
important rheological features: i) a low viscosity zone in the shallow
upper mantle, ii) transient components of mantle relaxation, and
iii) ductile crustal layers. The time evolution of vertical (h) and
horizontal (l) Love numbers for the fundamental mode of harmonic
degree n=2 which correspond to these three rheological models is
shown in the left frames of Figs. 1–3, respectively. Because we have
verified that the sensitivity of the gravitational potential Love number
(k) to rheological stratification in the upper mantle is comparable to
REF
LVZ19
LVZ18
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Fig. 1. Harmonic degree two vertical (a) and horizontal (c) Heaviside Love numbers for the
ranging from ∼30 days to 0.1 Gyr. Decade and century time scales are marked by vertical line
the range of harmonic degrees 2≤n≤128, for the same models considered in (a) and (c), c
elastic amplitudes, is marked by a dotted horizontal line.
that of h, we will only display numerical results concerning h and l.
Since Eq. (1) by-passes the computation of the viscoelastic normal
modes (Spada and Boschi, 2006), the analysis in the spectral domain
cannot be performed looking at individual relaxation modes and time
scales, as done by Rümpker and Wolf (1996) and previously, for a
spherical Earth, by Yuen et al. (1986) and Peltier et al. (1986). Since
the Post–Widder formula does not provide the relaxation time scales
of the Earth model (Spada and Boschi, 2006), we estimate them
studying the Heaviside Love numbers, which provide the “creep
response” (Christensen, 1982) of our Earth model. Of course,
estimates of the relaxation times could be performed by least squares
methods, as done by Hanyk (1999).

To quantify the effects of rheological layering upon a wide range of
harmonic degrees, in the right frames of Figs. 1–3 we show the
rheological amplification ratio (hereafter RA), defined as

RAnðtÞ = j xxe j; ð2Þ

where n is harmonic degree, x indicates any of the Heaviside Love
numbers (h or l) for a given viscoelastic rheology while xe is the same
Love number computed for a purely elastic Earth (i.e., neglecting the
effects of viscoelastic relaxation).

3.1.1. Low viscosity zone
Fig. 1a and c shows the time evolution of the vertical and hori-

zontal Love numbers at harmonic degree n=2 for the REF and two
LVZ models (characterized by a low viscosity shallow upper mantle),
respectively. The Love numbers, displayed in a very broad time
window, are characterized by short and long time scales asymptotes
corresponding to their “elastic” (t↦0)and “fluid” (t↦∞) responses,
and intermediate fluctuations whose amplitude and time scale reflect
the rheological layering of the Earth model (see e.g., Vermeersen and
Sabadini, 1997). Elastic response only depends on the elastic struc-
ture, given in Table 1, which does not change between the models;
fluid response only depends on buoyancy effects due to internal
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s. Frames (b) and (d) show rheological amplification factors RA (defined by Eq. (2)), in
omputed at time t=0.1 kyr. The value RA=1, for which the Love numbers attain their
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Fig. 2. Frames (a) and (c) show harmonic degree two Heaviside Love numbers resulting from REF model and from generalized Maxwell rheologies (BUR and CAP), respectively. BUR
results are barely discernible in (c). Frames (b) and (d) show RA factors at time t=0.1 kyr as a function of harmonic degree in the range 2≤n≤128, for the BUR and CAP transient
rheological models.
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density contrasts and on the flexural rigidity of the elastic lithosphere.
Hence, for a given Earth structure (i.e., density and rigidity profile)
elastic and fluid responses are insensitive to prescribed viscosity
values and therefore the asymptotes in Fig. 1a and c are the same for
the LVZ and REF models.

Since our interest focuses on short-term ice sheet fluctuations, in
Fig. 1a we have indicated with vertical lines on the decade and on
century time scales. For the REF model, characterized by a mantle
viscosity profile that has been long employed in the GIA community
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Fig. 3. In frames (a) and (c) we show harmonic degree two Heaviside Love numbers for the R
Barletta et al. (2006). RA factors at time t=0.1 kyr for the REF and BRL rheological models in
(i.e., 1021 Pa s in the shallow upper mantle and transition zone, and
2×1021 Pa s in the transition zone and lower mantle, respectively, see
Tushingham and Peltier, 1991) these long-wavelength Love numbers
do not show significant deviations from their elastic asymptotes, even
on a century time scale. However, as expected from basic physics, the
opposite is true when a LVZ is accounted for, due to the shorter
Maxwell relaxation times involved. In this case, the degree two
responses deviate from the elastic values, even on the time scale of a
few decades. Horizontal movements (Fig. 1c) show a larger sensitivity
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EF model compared with those obtained by the BRL stratification described in Table 2 of
the range of harmonic degrees 2≤n≤128 are shown in frames (b) and (d), respectively.
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to the presence of the LVZ compared to vertical ones (1a), in agree-
ment with previous GIA investigations (e.g., Vermeersen and
Sabadini, 1997).

Fig. 1b and d show the ratio RA at time t=1 century for models
REF and LVZ. Mantle rheology generally imposes an amplification of
the elastic Love numbers (RA≥1) on the range of harmonics
considered here (2≤n≤128). For LVZ, peak values (RA≥10) are
obtained for 20≤n≤50 for the vertical Love number (Fig. 1b) and
even larger effects for n≥20 are observed on the horizontal ones
(Fig. 1d). Some features of the RA curves have a straightforward
explanation. For instance, the relatively small value of RA(h) for low n
values, (Fig. 1b), is justified by the larger sensitivity of low degree
harmonics of vertical displacements to the bulk viscosity of the
mantle (Vermeersen and Sabadini, 1997) rather than to relatively
small, shallow features as the LVZ. Due to flow channeling, horizontal
motions are more affected by the presence of a LVZ, especially for low
n values, consistently with Fig. 1a and c. This agrees with previous
results (see e.g., Spada et al., 1992) since the importance of horizontal
displacements was first recognized by James and Morgan (1990). The
trend of all RA curves is to converge for large n values, when the sub-
lithospheric rheology tends to be less important, and the REF and LVZ
models are expected to provide comparable (and essentially elastic)
responses. Due to the relatively thin lithosphere, however, conver-
gence indeed occurs for n≫128, the maximum degree considered.
The largest values of RA(h) are obtained for LVZ18. This is not the case
for l (Fig. 1d), for which the sensitivity to the LVZ viscosity varies
considerably with n. For n≈20, RA(l) values for LVZ approach REF,
and l changes its sign (this causes the cusp feature in Fig. 1d).

3.1.2. Generalized Maxwell rheologies
The response of the Earth to a harmonic degree two surface load in

the presence of transient rheological effects is considered in Fig. 2.
Numerical values of the material parameters for the Burgers (BUR)
and Caputo (CAP, showing a transient behavior at all times) GMBs are
given in Table 2. Instead of exploring the parameters space of these
two rheologies, as done by (Rümpker and Wolf, 1996) in a flat Earth
approximation, here we use the best-fitting values determined in the
case of Fennoscandia from the study of Körnig and Müller (1989)
(notice, however, that the transient viscosity for the Burgers body is
reduced by a factor of tenwith respect to the preferred value of Kornig
and Müller, which facilitates the study of short-times effects). We
limit our attention to the BUR and CAP GMBs, leaving the study of the
response of the Lomnitz and of the Q power-law body (see e.g., Körnig
and Müller, 1989) to future investigations.

Comparison between Fig. 2a and c with the corresponding frames
of Fig. 1 shows that long-wavelength vertical displacements are by far
more sensitive to the Maxwell LVZ than to BUR or CAP transient
rheologies. No deviations from the reference model are basically
observed even on millennia time scales, and these effects are found to
be small for longer periods. BUR results are superposed to REF on all
time scales. These findings appear at odds with the analysis of
Sabadini et al. (1988), who pointed the importance of mantle
relaxation to low degree harmonic loads (up to n=9) even for time
scales shorter than a century. However, the results of Sabadini and
colleagues pertain to the lower mantle, while here we are only
concerned with transient components of shallow upper mantle
rheology, which are expected to produce significant effects upon
deformations of shorter wavelength. Furthermore, it is well possible
that rheological transient parameters different from those employed
here may provide a larger amplification of the harmonic degree two
response.

The time evolution of the harmonic degree two horizontal Love
number, displayed in Fig. 2c, shows some interesting features. In the
time window between one decade and one century, no significant
relaxation is observed for the CAP solution, which matches closely the
REF results. The BUR results are virtually indistinguishable from REF at
all time scales. A remarkable finding is the very long time scale
required for the CAP model to reach isostatic equilibrium at this
harmonic degree, certainly exceeding 105 kyrs. However, a isostatic
limit will certainly be reached even if CAP is transient at all times,
since the CAP complex shear modulus μ(̃s) vanishes for long times
(i.e., when the complex variable s↦0) as in the case of the steady
state Maxwell rheology (see Table 2). A similar, but less pronounced,
departure from equilibrium is also observed for vertical movements
(see Fig. 2a). The physical reason for the long-standing global isostatic
disequilibrium imposed by the CAP rheology is unclear at this stage.
From further computations, not shown here, we find that such a long
relaxation is not motivated by the form of the effective shear modulus
and the numerical values of upper mantle rheological parameters
adopted here (see Table 2). We therefore argue (but a rigorous
demonstration would demand the computation of internal stress
fluctuations) that the Caputo rheology enhances the degree of
mechanical shear coupling between lower and upper mantle, also
possibly delaying the return to equilibrium of compositional internal
boundaries which are known to be intrinsically characterized by long
relaxation times (e.g., Spada et al., 1992).

The RA factors for generalizedMaxwell rheologies, shown in Fig. 2b
and d, clearly indicate that model CAP is characterized by a modest
amplification at all wavelengths with RA close to 1, which makes it
similar to REF on the century time scale. For high-degree vertical
displacements, CAP is more elastic than REF, while for horizontal
displacements, the CAP results are always found below the elastic
response. A more complex response is exhibited by BUR, with a
response similar to LVZ19 for vertical movements (compare with
Fig. 1b), but an amplitude reduction by a factor of ∼4. Similarly to the
LVZ results, BUR RA factors for horizontal love numbers are bimodal as
a function of degree, but their amplitude is greatly reduced.
3.1.3. Ductile crustal layers
Amongst the various models characterized by a ductile crust avail-

able from the literature (see the Introduction and the review of the
“CLVZ”models in Schotman, 2008), herewe consider the oneproposed
by Barletta et al. (2006) in their study about the vertical uplift in
response to the shrinkage of the current alpine glaciers. This model
(here referred to as BRL) is inspired to the work of Burov et al. (1999),
based on thermo-mechanical modeling of crustal and lithospheric
structures beneath the alpine chain. BRL is characterized by a 18.5-km
thick effectively elastic upper crust (Maxwell viscosity is 1035 Pa s),
a 11.5-km ductile crust with viscosity of 2.15×1019 Pa s, a further
10-km thick crustal layer that includes the Moho, with viscosity of
5×1021 Pa s, and a wide, 630-km thick, low viscosity upper mantle
with viscosity 4.64×1020 Pa s. Deeper down, mantle viscosity takes
the classical “Haskell value” (1021 Pa s). Hence, differently from our
REF model (see Table 1), BRL does not include an elastic lithospheric
mantle, and its sub-crustal low viscosity region is ∼2 times thicker
than the REF shallow upper mantle. Numerical values of rheological
and physical parameters of BRL, essentially inspired to Burov et al.
(1999), are given in Table 2 of Barletta et al. (2006) and will not be
repeated here. We are aware that more sophisticated approaches are
however possible to describe the rheology of the crust, using the
theory of composite materials to account for the presence of rhe-
ological heterogeneities (Ivins and Sammis, 1996), and consequently
including transient rheological effects.

From Fig. 3a and c it is apparent that significant departures of the
BRL results relative to REF are only possible on time scales of
approximately one century, as far as we consider the harmonic degree
two response. Both vertical and horizontal displacements show a
remarkably long relaxation time (longer than the one observed using
LVZ models in Fig. 1), with the latter greatly amplified with respect to
REF due to the shear weakness of the relatively thick low viscosity
sub-crustal layers in model BRL. With increasing time, deviations of
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BRL with respect to REF can be attributed to the delayed flow in the
ductile crustal layer.

The RA factors for BRL model, shown in Fig. 3b and d at time t=1
century, indicates that with the rheological parameters employed for
this model, we should not expect dramatic viscoelastic amplifications
of vertical movements (RA≤4). This is fairly consistent with the
results of Barletta et al. (2006). Nevertheless, horizontal movements,
not considered in the analysis of Barletta et al. (2006), show a large
peak in the RA factor for n≈100, which may have consequences on
the interpretation of regional horizontal deformations pattern in the
alpine region (Stocchi et al., 2005). The peak of RA(l), already noticed
by Klemann andWolf (1999), can be attributed to the buoyancymode
associated with the density jump across the ductile crustal layer,
which is also responsible for the observed increase of RA(h) for
large n.

For small scale surface loads, such as those involved in the mass
variations occurring across the Alps, a high-resolution approach is
required, especially for the assessment of vertical movements in the
near field of the glaciers, as pointed by Barletta et al. (2006) (of course,
the flat Earth approximation may constitute a valid alternative
approach in this context, as discussed by Rümpker and Wolf, 1996).
Our implementation of the traditional viscoelastic normal modes
method may fail for large harmonic degrees (Spada, 2008) and
failures are indeed possible even for fundamental, low degree
harmonics (Spada and Boschi, 2006). For these reasons, in order to
solve this challenging numerical problem, we use for the first time our
numerical implementation of the PW formula for the computation of
Love numbers of very large harmonic degree. Validation tests of the
PW formula are given in Spada and Boschi, 2006. Vertical (left) and
horizontal (right) Love numbers for the BRLmodel, displayed in Fig. 4,
correspond to the elastic and fluid regimes, respectively, for degrees
in the range 10≤n≤105. As far as n exceeds ∼2000, fluid and elastic
responses practically coincide, indicating that at these wavelengths
the viscoelastic relaxation is totally prevented by the flexure of the
elastic crustal layer. Differently from Barletta et al. (2006), very large
degree Love numbers have not been extrapolated from values
obtained for smaller n values, but directly computed using software
ALMA (Spada, 2008). For the vertical Love number, the asymptotic
value h=−3.82 computed by Barletta et al. (2006) is matched to
within 1%. For the horizontal Love number, no comparison with
independent computations is presently possible; from Fig. 4, we
observe that product nl vanishes for n↦∞.
(a)
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Fig. 4. Elastic (t=10−4 kyr) and fluid (t=106 kyrs) asymptotes of vertical (a) and horizont
shown and the y-axis is logarithmic. In (b), the product l·n is shown.
3.2. Spatial domain

Once the Love numbers are computed, the displacements in the
spatial domain can be retrieved by standard methods (see e.g. Spada,
2003). We will focus on vertical displacement, since this is directly
related to regional sea level variations. Instead of solving the sea level
equation in its complete form (Spada and Stocchi, 2006), we neglect
the effects from oceans self-gravitation, which in the near field of the
load are blurred by the direct effects of surface loading. This
approximation has been also adopted and discussed in the numerical
study of Spada et al. (2006). However, differently than in Spada et al.
(2006), here vertical displacements account for self-gravitation of
the solid Earth (i.e., the “k” loading Love number is k≠0), whose
effects are not negligible for long-wavelength deformation (Wu and
Ni, 1996). Assuming axially symmetric surface load, sea level change
is

Sðθ; tÞ = −Uðθ; tÞ + SEðtÞ; ð3Þ

where U is vertical displacement, SE is the eustatic (i.e., spatially
uniform) component of sea level change, and θ is colatitude with
respect to the center of the load (see e.g., Spada and Stocchi, 2006).
While SE(t) is only dependent upon variations of the mass of the ice
sheets, vertical displacement is sensitive to rheology. The expression
of the Laplace-transformed vertical displacement is

Ũðθ; sÞ = 3
ρe

∑
nmax

n=0

σn

2n + 1
h̃nðsÞ f̃ ðsÞPnðcos θÞ; ð4Þ

where ρe is the average density of the Earth, σn is the spectral
density of the surface load and Pn(cosθ) is Legendre polynomial of
harmonic degree n (Spada, 2003). Here we use a load with a
parabolic profile of half-amplitude α (see Equation 3.78 in Spada,
2003). Since the load profile is continuous (but its gradient is not) for
this geometry, the Gibbs phenomenon is mitigated. Hints on how to
deal with load profiles including jump discontinuities are given by
Barletta et al. (2006). Due to the factor (2n+1) at the denominator
of Eq. (4) and to the n-dependence of σn and Pn(cosθ), the sensitivity
of Ũ(θ, s) to the shallow upper mantle rheology cannot be simply
guessed from the spectral Love numbers analysis of Section 1.
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al (b) Love numbers in the range 10≤n≤100,000 for model BRL. Note that in (a) −h is
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Function f ̃(s) represents the Laplace transform of the time history
of the surface load:

f̃ ðsÞ = 1
s
⋅1− expð−sτÞ

sτ
; ð5Þ

where τ is the duration of the accretion phase (for τ↦0, f ̃(s)↦1/ s,
the Laplace transform of the Heaviside step function H(t)). The final
maximum thickness of the ice sheet is chosen so that its accretion
occurs at the constant rate of 10 cm yr−1 during a time period of
τ=1 kyr (these rates are comparable with current elevation rates
observed in some coastal areas of Antarctica, see Sheperd and
Wingham, 2007, and references therein). Eq. (4) is inverted in the
time domain using the PW formula given by Eq. (1). Of course,
the meaning of the results below, and particularly the sensitivity of
U(θ, t) to upper mantle rheology, would be unchanged in case of
melting (in the case of melt, the rates of displacements would simply
reverse sign).

The vertical displacement obtained using Eq. (4) is shown in Fig. 5
as a function of θ, at time t=0.3 kyr after the beginning of loading,
using nmax=512. Here α=15°, which results in a disc load
comparable to the Antarctic ice sheet (the effects of varying α will be
considered at the end of this section). The results, shown in Fig. 5a and
b for classical Maxwell and GMBs, respectively, indicate that
significant departures from the elastic solution (dashed curves) are
expected for many of the rheological models considered, at all the
spatial scales. The REF solution is qualitatively similar to the elastic one
that shows a slightly enhanced amplitude and negative values on the
whole range of colatitudes. Introducing additional rheological fea-
tures, enhances local compensation and amplifies the deformations
beneath the load by a factor ranging between 1 and∼3. In addition, we
observe a modification of the pattern of vertical movements at the ice
sheet margins, showing, for LVZ18 and LVZ19, the development of
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Fig. 5. Vertical displacement, computed by Eq. (4) at time t=0.3 kyr beneath the load
and in its near field periphery, for the Maxwell (a) and generalized Maxwell rheologies
(b) considered in this study, compared with elastic and REF solutions. The ice sheet
extent (θ=α) is marked by a vertical dashed line.
lateral forebulges whose amplitude amounts to ∼1/3 of the central
subsidence; for a stiffer low viscosity zone (LVZ20), the response is
similar to REF. On the time scales considered here, forebulges do not
develop when generalized Maxwell rheologies are considered.

The history of uplift at the ice sheet center (θ=0) is shown in
Fig. 6, where we consider separately Maxwell (a) and generalized
Maxwell rheologies (b), in a time window of 0.5 kyr. On these time
scales, the rate of deformation as the ice sheets develops is nearly
constant for all the models considered, except for LVZ18, which
clearly shows an acceleration. As expected on physical grounds, rates
of deformation at the ice sheet center increase monotonously with
decreasing bulk viscosity in the shallow upper mantle and it is
apparent that deviations from the elastic predictions can only be
significant after a few centuries from the onset of the glacial episode,
unless we assume model LVZ18. Fig. 6b shows that the sensitivity of
central deformation to transient rheological components is modest,
since BUR and CAP results are basically indistinguishable from the REF
response. However, on the whole time scale considered, the total
viscoelastic displacement the GMB rheologies amounts to ∼2 times
the elastic displacement.

Thehistory of vertical deformation at the ice sheetmargin (θ=α) is
shown in Fig. 7, for Maxwell (a) and generalized Maxwell rheologies
(b), respectively. The elastic solution (thick dashed line), which
follows the linear load time history, indicates vertical velocities close
to 0.5 mm yr−1. The introduction of a rheological layering in the
shallowuppermantlemay alter the elastic response in twoways. First,
the latter can be subjected to a viscoelastic amplification, without
showing a significant acceleration in the time period considered. Such
apparently elastic response, also observed by deformations at the load
center (Fig. 6), can benotedwhen theMaxwell REF andBRLmodels are
employed (Fig. 7a), but also when transient rheologies are considered
(BUR and CAP, Fig. 7). Remarkably, for all generalized Maxwell rhe-
ologies the responses stand below the elastic solution, which indicates
that these GMBs always imply, at the loadmargins, an amplification of
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Fig. 6. Vertical movements at the center (θ=0) of the ice sheet considered in Fig. 5, as a
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the elastic response of the Earth (this is indeed also true at the center of
the load, see Fig. 6). The second modification of the elastic response is
observed in Fig. 7a for the LVZ models. On one hand, for LVZ19, our
predictions show vanishing vertical movements during the first
century, and a subsequent deformation at a rate comparable to REF,
but with opposite sign (uplift). LVZ18, on the other hand, produces an
uplift since the onset of loading, characterized by a complex time
evolution. For LVZ20, the history of vertical displacement closely
follows the REF predictions.

FromGIA investigations (e.g., Spada et al., 1992), we know that the
response to surface loading is expected to depend, beside mantle
rheological layering, upon the size of the load compared to the
thickness of the elastic lithosphere. This sensitivity is studied in Fig. 8,
where vertical displacement at the ice sheet margin (θ=α) is shown
for various values of α after three centuries since the onset of loading,
keeping fixed the accretion rate of the ice sheet at 10 cm yr−1. The
results show two distinct behaviors with varying α. For models REF,
BRL and CAP, as well as for the elastic solution, displacements are
weakly dependent upon the size of the load and their absolute value
decreases with decreasing α. On the contrary, when LVZ and BUR
models are considered, it increases with decreasing α until α∼2° (for
this value, the horizontal extent of the load is comparable with the
thickness of the LVZ), and suddenly decreases for smaller values of the
load size, when the elastic lithosphere compensates the load by its
flexural rigidity. For α∼2°, a significant divergence from the elastic
values is observed. The largest effects are found for model LVZ18 and
relatively small values of α, when at the ice sheet margin the response
of the asthenosphere enhances the elastic response by a factor of ∼10.
The rheological amplification effect decreases with increasing
viscosity in the LVZ and is moderate for the BUR rheology.

4. Conclusions

Vertical and horizontal Love numbers exhibit different sensitivities
to shallow upper mantle rheological layering. When the traditional
REF mantle viscosity profile is employed, we have found that the
fundamental harmonics of degree two does not show any significant
amplification relative to the elastic components on the decade to
century time scale. Since these harmonics are directly related to
variations of the inertia tensor (Lambeck, 1980), this indicates that
short-term fluctuations of the Earth rotation forced by surface loading
are substantially insensitive to shallow upper mantle rheology as far
as its viscosity is close to the Haskell value of 1021 Pa s. On the century
time scale, the RA factor does not vary substantially with harmonic
degree in the range 2≤n≤128, reaching a maximum amplitude of
∼1.5.

Introducing a LVZ with Maxwell rheology and viscosity of 1018 or
1019 Pa s significantly alters the Love numbers at all wavelengths. At
harmonic degree two, the response of the Earth departs from its
elastic asymptote already at a decade scale. This is particularly evident
for the horizontal Love number, which shows enhanced oscillations
before reaching the fluid regime. In the presence of a LVZ, rheological
amplification factors for vertical displacement at t=1 century peaks
for harmonic degrees 30≤n≤40 with values as large as RA∼20. A
more complex, bimodal response, is shown by the harmonics of
horizontal displacement, which also change their sign with respect to
the purely elastic solution. The two transient rheologies tested here,
BUR and CAP, affect differently the Love numbers, with the largest
amplifications obtained using BUR, but modest effects on the har-
monic degree two Love numbers even on a century scale. Further-
more, on the time scales of interest here, a moderate rheological
amplification (RA∼1.5) of the long-wavelength elastic Love numbers
is expected from the relaxation of crustal low viscosity layers, as we
have verified using the model previously proposed by Barletta et al.
(2006). The implementation of the PW formula has been useful to
compute Love numbers for Earth models including thin, low viscosity
crustal layers, even in the numerically challenging case of large
(n∼100,000) harmonic degrees.

In the last part of themanuscript, we havemodeled the response of
the Earth to a simple parabolic cross-section surface load growing at a
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constant rate, with the purpose of evaluating deviations from the
elastic response on time scales of a few centuries. In the vicinity of the
load center, the elastic vertical displacements computed by the REF
model always constitute a lower bound to values obtained using any
other rheological model. In this region, after a few centuries since the
beginning of loading, viscoelastic deformations exceed the elastic
ones by a factor ranging between 1 and 4. The largest effects are
expected in the case of a very soft LVZ with viscosity 1018 Pa s. How-
ever, we have found that the sensitivity of vertical deformation to
shallow upper mantle rheology is considerably more complex at the
ice sheet margin, where vertical movements have a key-role in the
assessment of present and future regional sea level variations
(Sheperd and Wingham, 2007; IPCC, Climate Change, 2007). In
these regions, a “softening” of the shallow upper mantle rheology
does not necessarily imply a larger rate of deformation relative to the
elastic case, as we have observed for LVZ20 models. The viscosity of
the LVZ determines the pattern and the sign of vertical displacement
at the ice margins, and may produce complex vertical movements
before a steady state regime is attained after approximately one
century since the onset of glacial instability. In the presence of a LVZ
with viscosity b1019 Pa s, melting or accretion of relatively small
(α∼2°) ice sheets can produce vertical deformations exceeding the
elastic ones by a factor of ∼10 on time scales of a few centuries.
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